
News Quiz - February 07, 2023

Name: _______________________________

1. What is a fault line?
a. Where tectonic plates meet
b. Long cracks in the earth’s surface
c. Where earthquakes are more likely
d. All of the above
e. None of the above

2. In what region did a massive earthquake strike this week?
a. South America
b. East Asia
c. Middle East
d. Eastern Europe
e. Southern Africa

3. How old is the world’s oldest dog reported to be (in human years)?
a. 15
b. 20
c. 25
d. 30
e. 45

4. Who won album of the year at this year’s Grammy Awards?
a. Beyonce
b. Bad Bunny
c. Harry Styles
d. Adele
e. Lizzo

5. What record did Beyonce break this week at the Grammy Awards?
a. Most Grammy nominations ever
b. Most Grammy awards ever
c. Most Grammy performances ever
d. Most Grammy album of the year awards
e. Most Grammy snubs of the year



News Quiz - February 07, 2023 - ANSWER KEY

Name: _______________________________

1. What is a fault line?
a. Where tectonic plates meet
b. Long cracks in the earth’s surface
c. Where earthquakes are more likely
d. All of the above
e. None of the above

2. In what region did a massive earthquake strike this week?
a. South America
b. East Asia
c. Middle East
d. Eastern Europe
e. Southern Africa

3. How old is the world’s oldest dog reported to be (in human years)?
a. 15
b. 20
c. 25
d. 30
e. 45

4. Who won album of the year at this year’s Grammy Awards?
a. Beyonce
b. Bad Bunny
c. Harry Styles
d. Adele
e. Lizzo

5. What record did Beyonce break this week at the Grammy Awards?
a. Most Grammy nominations ever
b. Most Grammy awards ever
c. Most Grammy performances ever
d. Most Grammy albums of the year
e. Most Grammy snubs of the year


